The finite interpolation problem for AD-functions on planar (zero genus) Riemann surfaces was completely solved by Sario [2] and Rodin [l] . We shall extend their result to the case of Riemann surfaces with finite genus. Proof. The necessity of the condition P(£0ad is evident. We have to show the solvability of (1) under the condition P(£0ad-Since R has finite genus, P(J;0ad implies the existence of a nonconstant ABDfunction F(z) on R. Let R* be a closed Riemann surface which contains R as a subsurface.
Choose a point f0 in R-{fi, £,,-■•, £n} such that P(fo) r* F(lk) (k = I, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n). For each fixed
there exists a meromorphic function rk(z) on R* such that rk(z) has a simple pole at f* and a pole of order nk at f 0 and regular on R* -{f 0, fk} ■ Let mk be the order of zero of the function XI?-i (F(z) -F(% A)m+1 at f* and let 5 = max {mknk; k = l, 2, • • • , «}. Put
which belongs to the class ABD(P). By construction, (dmkH/dz™k)(t;k) 9*0 and (zkrk)(fk) 9*0. 
